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Civilization: A History of the World in 1000 ObjectsDK Adult, 2020

	
		Discover how humans created their world from the objects they left behind - from the US Constitution to the first iPhone - in DK's latest history book. 

		

		From the beginning of human history, the one thing that has defined us is our talent for making things, from basic technology and everyday objects, such...
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Boost C++ Application Development Cookbook - Second Edition: Recipes to simplify your application developmentPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn to build applications faster and better by leveraging the real power of Boost and C++


	About This Book

	
		Learn to use the Boost libraries to simplify your application development
	
		Learn to develop high quality, fast and portable applications
	
		Learn the relations between...
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Testing Applications on the Web: Test Planning for Mobile and Internet-Based Systems, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A software testing survival guide to deliver winning Internet-based applications
Accessibility, reliability, availability, and security of Web applications on all types of platforms are key to winning business and customers. The technol-ogy continues to change at a fast pace, and savvy end-users are demanding products and services with fewer...
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Biometric Technologies and Verification SystemsButterworth-Heinemann, 2007

	Biometric Technologies and Verification Systems is organized into nine parts composed of 30 chapters, including an extensive glossary of biometric terms and acronyms. It discusses the current state-of-the-art in biometric verification/authentication, identification and system design principles. It also provides a step-by-step...
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Management 3.0: Leading Agile Developers, Developing Agile LeadersAddison Wesley, 2011

	I hate management books. I do. People give them to me all the time saying:
	“You should read this one, it changed my life!” These books are all
	about 150 pages. They have 14 point type, double-spaced. They have lots
	of pictures. They have titles like: Open Locker Management, Management
	by not Managing, First Clean All The...
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Advances in Tourism, Technology and Smart Systems: Proceedings of ICOTTS 2019 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies)Springer, 2019

	This book features a collection of high-quality research papers presented at the International Conference on Tourism, Technology & Systems (ICOTTS 2019), held at the Universidad Abierta Interamericana, in Buenos Aires, Argentina, from 5th to 7th December 2019. It covers the areas technology in tourism and the tourist experience, generations...
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Windows XP HacksO'Reilly, 2003
Now power users can rejoice! Windows XP  Hacks offers tips, tools, and know-how to bend Windows XP to your will.  The book delves into XP topics such as controlling the control panel, changing  unchangeable icons, removing uninstallable XP components, stopping pop-up ads,  taking a bite out of...
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Data Binding with Windows Forms 2.0 : Programming Smart Client Data Applications with .NETAddison Wesley, 2006
"Data Binding  with Windows Forms 2.0 earns a gold star and a prized place in my  development book library. Brian is an exceptional teacher of technology, best  practices, and technique. He continues to educate at every presentation I  attend; his book...
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Robust Adaptive Beamforming (Wiley Series in Telecommunications and Signal Processing)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The latest research and developments in robust adaptive beamforming
Recent work has made great strides toward devising robust adaptive beamformers that vastly improve signal strength against background noise and directional interference. This dynamic technology has diverse applications, including radar, sonar, acoustics, astronomy, seismology,...
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Bluetooth Revealed: The Insider's Guide to an Open Specification for Global Wireless CommunicationsPrentice Hall, 2000
The convergence of computing and communications has been predicted for many years. Today's explosion of a myriad of new types of personal computing and communications devices—notebook computers, personal digital assistants, "smart" phones, two-way pagers, digital cameras and so on—has resulted in new ways for people to...
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How Learning Works: Seven Research-Based Principles for Smart TeachingJossey-Bass, 2010

	Distilling the research literature and translating the scientific approach into language relevant to a college or university teacher, this book introduces seven general principles of how students learn. The authors have drawn on research from a breadth of perspectives (cognitive, developmental, and social psychology; educational research;...
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Microsoft Word 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Make Microsoft's brave new Word work for you
    

    Microsoft's Word 2007 rewrites the book on word processing. New to Word? The Word 2007 Bible helps you soar over the hurdles and quickly brings you up to speed. A Word veteran? You'll discover new ways to command legacy features, completely new features to accomplish...
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